Different flowmotion patterns in healthy controls and patients with Raynaud's phenomenon.
Flowmotion was characterized in healthy controls and 61 Raynaud's phenomenon (RP) patients by spectral analysis of laser-Doppler perfusion monitoring (LDPM) tracings. Healthy subjects flowmotion patterns revealed a main frequency of 3 cycles per min (cpm) with another low frequency and heart rate synchronous components. A first group of RP patients presented a low frequency and heart rate frequency component but no significant difference in blood flow. The second group presented the predominating heart rate related frequency with low microvascular perfusion. The third group presented a flowmotion pattern with overlapping of heart rate and low frequency components. Patients with primary and secondary RP show specific changes in flowmotion, probably related to increased sympathetic nervous activity or vessel wall alterations causing disappearance of arteriolar tone and impairment of microvascular perfusion. The group of patients with overlapping frequency components presents an intermediate flowmotion pattern indicating a different grade of alterations in microvasculature.